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PUBLIC - PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP IN
PENSION REFORM

YORDAN HRISTOSKOV1

I would like to thank FIAP for this wonderfully organised
Conference, which provide us with a great opportunity to
exchange experiences, to learn from each others mistakes and
achievements, and to assist in their efforts the countries which are
now beginning social security reform. In fact, yesterday’s
presentations showed us that people involved in pension reforms
are following similar directions and that we are working on a
cause that, although difficult, is important for our countries.

My presentation is based mainly on the experience of the Central
Eastern European states (CEE). I have used information from
different sources and some of which might not be fully updated.
So, I must start by presenting you with my apologies for any error
in the data that I will use.

Development of pension fund schemes in CEE

Pension reform in CEE was motivated by the disappointment of
the population with the existing Pay as You Go (PYG) systems. It
was also clear for everybody that these systems, which were too
generous, had accumulated enormous deficits and could no
longer be maintained in the form in which they existed. In the
1990’s a window of opportunity for pension reform was opened
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and a group of countries decided to go ahead (however, this
window did narrow quickly, so the countries that delayed the
reforms were left behind and are now faced with much greater
difficulties).

What characterises pension reforms mostly in the CEE, is the
simultaneous undertaking of parametric and systemic reforms.
This strategy is explained because these countries had to change
the paradigm on the basis of which existing pension systems had
been constructed. So, what was done was a simultaneous
improvement in first pillar design, together with the introduction
of funded second and third pillars aimed to improve the quality
of pensions that today’s young generations will get in the future.
Countries which did follow this path of “officially-recognised
privatisation” of pensions, supported the development of the
fully funded programs through legislative initiatives and
incentives.

But some other countries have followed a somewhat different
strategy of spontaneous (or also called “creeping”) privatisation.
This is specially the case of countries where the public system was
too weak to provide adequate pensions and voluntary pensions
funds have developed, also under the impulse of legislative
actions. Examples of this approach are the Czech Republic and
Slovenia (see Table 1).

I will now discuss three different aspects of private - public
partnership in the pension area: (i) the financial aspects of the
interaction of the public PYG and private fully funded pension
systems; (ii) the institutional aspects of this public/private
interaction; (iii) different ways in which public and private
pension programs can complement each other.

Interaction between public and private pension systems:
financial aspects

In all reformist countries the relative size of the pillars was the
result of a political compromise since, as I said, the second pillar
was developing at the expense of territory from which the public
system retreated.
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Table 1
TYPOLOGY OF THE PENSION SYSTEMS IN CEE COUNTRIES

Source: Prepared by the author.

The first area of compromise was the amount of the contributions
to be transferred from the first to the second pillar.

The second area of compromise was the definition of the second
pillar coverage. Critical issues were if the funded pension
programs should cover the whole active population or only people
up to a certain age, or if people should be given free choice to
choose between the “old monopillar” and the “new multipillar”
pension systems. Concerning coverage, a relevant question is if
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introducing restrictions to the incorporation to the new pension
system of some groups, actually means discrimination against
these people. In fact, the Constitutional Court in some of the
countries has intervened in order to prevent discrimination in this
respect. Yesterday Dr. Hasan Ademov mentioned this problem,
which could involve a relevant proportion of the population (see
Table 2).

Table 2
PENSION COVERAGE IN BULGARIA / PRIVATE PENSION FUNDS

MEMBERS AS % OF THE LABOR FORCE

Source: Financial Supervision Commission.

Funds 2002 2003 2004 2005

Universal 24.70% 34.03% 41.93% 46.52%

Occupational 3.29% 3.48% 3.69% 3.79%

Voluntary 10.28% 10.88% 11.20% 11.42%

Total coverage 38.27% 48.38% 56.82% 61.73%

The third area of compromise referred to the time and the way in
which the new mandatory funded programs would begin to
operate.

Of course, the way in which these compromises have been solved
in each country depends on the size of the pension deficit which
results from the reform; on the situation of the public budget; and
on their respective financial capacity. However, there are still
several similarities in the approaches followed by different
countries. We will distinguish between “cautious”, “aggressive”
and “moderate” strategies.

Countries which followed the “cautious approach” have
transferred from 2 to 5 percentage points of contributions rates
from the public to the second pillar programs, and have limited
mandatory coverage of the new systems only to the new entrants
to the labor market.
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Figure 1
NET ASSETS ACCUMULATION IN THE PENSION FUNDS
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Source: Prepared by the author.

Source: Prepared by the author.

Table 3
NUMBER OF INSURED PERSONS AND NET ASSETS TO UNIVERSAL

PENSION FUND /UPF/, PROFESSIONAL PENSION FUND /PPF/ AND

VOLUNTARY PENSION FUND /VPF/

Indicators Type of fund supplementary pension insurance

Total UPF PPF VPF

Projection for 2010 year

Number of insured persons (number) 3 605 000 2 750 000 205 000 650 000

Net Assets (in thousands BGN) 4 200 000 2 500 000 600 000 1 100 000

Projection for 2020 year

Number of insured persons (number) 4 265 000 3 250 000 215 000 800 000

Net Assets (in thousands BGN) 16 300 000 11 500 000 1 300 000 3 500 000
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Of course, this “cautious approach” results in lower deficits in the
first pillar. At the same time, pensions expected to be received
from the second pillar are modest, while a higher percentage of
income replacement rate is expected from the first pillar program.
So, participants show smaller interest in the mandatory funded
schemes. This approach is typical of Bulgaria, Macedonia,
Ukraine, Russia, Estonia and Latvia.

Under the “aggressive approach”, 10 percentage points‘or‘more
are transferred from the first to the second pillar program, and
mandatory coverage of the new system is broader. With this
approach the deficit in the public system is higher, which brings
the risks of inter-generational conflicts. An example of this
strategy is Kazakhstan, where the liabilities of the first pillar were
totally covered by the state budget and the second pillar is
managed in a centralised way by the central government.

Most countries have adopted a “moderate approach”. In these
cases 5 to 10 percentage points of the contributions to the first
pillar are transferred to the new second pillar. At the same time,
coverage in the new system is mandatory for broader age groups,
including, for example, all those below 40 or 45 years of age. For
older workers, coverage in the new system is voluntary. Public
deficits with this strategy are rather moderate. Income replacement
rates for younger individuals can reach 30%. When pension from
the second pillar is added to the expected pension from the first
pillar, aggregate replacement rates are expected to be fairly good.
Such an approach was used by Poland and Hungary.

Interaction between public and private pension systems:
institutional aspects

In many cases the interaction of public PYG and private DC
funded pension programs has helped to strengthen social security
institutions.

One example is the development of uniform registry of insured
people which have been set up to transfer contributions to private
pension funds of the second pillar, and to facilitate the interaction
between social security entities.
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A second example, closely related to the previous one, is the
development (or improvement) of centralized systems for the
collection of social  security contributions,  which are a
characteristic of all countries throughout the region (the
prevailing view is that only state institutions could really
impose  sanct ions  and guarantee  the  col lec t ion  of  the
contributions). In some cases this is the responsibility of the
institutions which manages the first pillar. For example, in
Bulgaria, the National Social Security Institute did that. In
other countries like Hungary, Bulgaria and Russia, there are
public institutions which collects both taxes and social security
contributions.

A different institutional development has been the existence of
guarantees over the results of pension funds, whose rationale is to
protect second pillar participants from investment risks. In some
of the countries (i.e. Hungary) a uniform guarantee fund has been
set up. In others, each pension company has the responsibility to
guarantee a minimum investment return.

Finally, in most countries of the region institutional arrangements
have been developed to assist people in choosing their pension
funds.

Complementarity’s of public and private pension systems

Private funded DC and public PYG pension programs can
complement each other. Products offered by the public first
pillar and by the private second pillar can be similar in terms of
using the same pension age, the same eligibility criteria to start
simultaneous payment from the both pillars in order to reach
the required integrated replacement rate in the pension reform.
Most countries set similar eligibility criteria for pensions in
each pillar. Retirement ages are the same in the first and in the
second pillars.  Exception could be provisions for early
retirement. For example, in Bulgaria early retirement in case of
unemployment  i s  a l lowed by the  second pi l lar  i f  the
accumulated amount in the personal account is enough to
guarantee a pension which is equal or above the minimum
guaranteed pension by the public system.
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Also, in reformist  countries the disabili ty pensions are
integrated to the public program. So all participants of social
security must follow the same process of application for this
pension and are assessed under similar criteria. Common
biometric tables are used for life expectancy in the actuary
calculations. In any case, from Estelle James’ presentation
yesterday it’s clear that the disability assessment procedures
could be improved. Eventually, pension companies should also
have their representatives involved in the certification of
disability.

At a different level, complementarity’s between the different types
of pension programs are defined by the pension system model
which is chosen.

The first alternative is to keep a mandatory PYG program,
whose benefits will be complemented with the benefits from a
funded program, either mandatory or voluntary. This is an
option used by countries where it is impossible to close the first
pillar and finance pensions (and acquired rights) out of the
public budget.

A second alternative is to have pensions coming from funded
schemes, together with public universal pensions schemes which
could be based either on nationality or income test.

A third option is to have a three layer scheme, with an universal
pension, plus a contributory pension from a public scheme, plus
pensions from the second and third funded pillars. This is the
example of Russia.

What are the indicators of the evaluation of the coverage and the
extend of development of the funded system in Bulgaria?

The first one is the percentage of the employed covered by
contributions in the second and third pillar (See Table 3); the
second indicator is the net accumulated assets in the pillars (See
Figure 1); and the third one is the accumulated amounts in the
personal accounts and the income replacement rate provided by
each one of the pillars (See table 4).
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Source: Prepared by the author.

Table 4
PROJECTIONS FOR AMOUNTS OF PENSION FROM UNIVERSAL

PENSION FUND AND REPLACEMENT RATIO

Year

2005
2015
2018
2020
2023
2030
2035
2045
2050

Avergae
monthly

wage

319,50
696,18
876,41

1 022,02
1 275,08
2 082,56
2 791,04
4 696,82
5 676,45

Amounts at
the end of

year

374,72
4 249,71
6 532,66
8 494,53

12 265,36
26 489,01
43 402,66

105 668,72
158 266,28

Female

21,08

46,66
67,38

131,39
238,42
414,38
706,73

Male

38,86

83,10
157,56
294,06
536,03
931,27

Female

3,03

4,57
5,28
6,31
8,54
8,82

12,45

Male

4,43

6,52
7,57

10,54
11,41
16,41

Final remarks

Today I wanted to share with you three messages.

The first message is that the impact of pension reform on financial
stability of the public PYG system will depend on the proportion
of the contribution rate which goes to the second pillar and on the
extent of the coverage of the second pillar.

My second message was that the interaction between the public
and private pension institutions, if well regulated and conducted,
will not only help to creates confidence in the new individual
funded programs, but will result in lower administrative costs and
greater efficiency and effectiveness of the pension industry.

The last message is that public and private pension schemes
should be considered as complementary instruments to improve
social protection of the elderly population. This approach should
help to bring together the interests of the generations and increases
the chances of solving the pension problem in our countries.




